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This Learning Resource presents a global theme with a local Scottish focus. It has been developed  
as one element of a wider project which examines the internment of ‘enemy aliens’ throughout the 
British Empire during the First World War. It is funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council 
and led by Aston University, Birmingham. Partners in Scotland include Live Borders, Archaeology 
Scotland, Edinburgh Napier University and the Internment Research Centre at the Heritage Hub  
in Hawick.

Through the activities pupils will gain an insight into an important aspect of the First World War  
which has ongoing relevance in the modern world. Minorities are still perceived as a threat, 
deportations remain an ongoing policy, and asylum seekers continue to be detained in the UK.

Some of the themes touched on in this Learning Resource may prove distressing for some pupils  
as they deal with family separation and discrimination against groups of different ethnicities.

Rosemary Hannay
Professor Stefan Manz (Aston University Birmingham) 
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Images and documents have been provided by the following:
Hawick Museum
Ian Lowes Collection
Manx Heritage Trust
German Federal Archive 
Professor Matthew Stibbe
Whitworks 
Fintel Collection
Bernd Koch
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SOC 2-1a:   I can use primary and secondary sources selectively to research events in the past.

SOC 2-04a:   I can compare and contrast a society in the past with my own and contribute to  
a discussion of the similarities and differences. 

LIT 2.02a:   When I engage with others I can respond in ways appropriate to my role, show  
that I value others’ contributions and use these to build on thinking.

LIT 2.08a:   To help me to develop an informed view, I can distinguish fact from opinion, and  
I am learning to recognise when my sources try to influence me and know how  
useful these are. 

LIT 2-14a:   Using what I know about the features of different types of texts, I can find, select and 
sort information from a variety of sources and use this for different purposes. 

LIT 2-29a:   I can persuade, argue, explore issues or express an opinion using relevant supporting 
detail and/or evidence

RME 2-09d:   I am developing my understanding of how my own and other people’s beliefs  
and values affect their actions.

EXA 2-05a:   Inspired by a range of stimuli, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts  
and feelings through activities within art and design.
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This learning resource draws on research undertaken on the internment of civilians during the First World War. It is designed for use  
by pupils in P.7 in primary schools. It can, however, also be easily adapted for older pupils.

Much of the information about internment camps has come from the ongoing research on Stobs Camp near Hawick which held civilian 
internees from 1914 -1916, as well as military prisoners of war throughout the war. Today the site is of archaeological importance, being 
possibly the best preserved First World War Camp in the world. Guided tours are available for schools who wish to visit the site.

The teaching materials explore themes of equality and diversity through the stories of mostly German but also Austro-Hungarian, Ottoman 
and Bulgarian nationals. They had made their homes in Britain or were just travelling here and suddenly found they had become ‘enemy 
aliens’ at the outbreak of war. Their situation deteriorated as the media of the time, primarily newspapers, focused on German brutality in 
the war, using emotive language to whip up hostility towards ‘the enemy within’. This led to demands for internment or deportation which 
was implemented by the British government in the UK and throughout the Empire. 

The situation of these civilian internees is explored through  
• extracts from letters
• newspaper headlines
• posters 
• postcards 
• magazine articles 
• reports 
• photographs

These original sources of information show 
• how prejudice develops in society
• how the mental health of internees suffered during detention
• the types of strategies they used to meet the challenges of long periods of internment
• how the state can (over)react in a situation of perceived danger

The aim is to give pupils insight into people’s responses to a particularly challenging historical situation. Comparative material from  
the media today can be included at the teacher’s discretion in order to encourage pupils to explore how the media in Britain react  
to perceived threats today. 

The appendix provides a list of further reading and links to websites which support the project.



6 Preparing for a drama performance, Stobs Camp. Ian Lowes collection.



 

All Class Activity 

A map, posters, information panels, photographs, 
newspaper headlines, letters and poems are provided 
within the pack. They are highlighted with a blue triangle  
in the top right of the page. These pages should be printed 
out or photocopied to provide material for a classroom 
exhibition. If space allows they can be blown up to A3 and 
mounted on the walls. They can then be used by pupils to 
research the topic and undertake the activities suggested 
below.
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On 5th August 1914, the day after Britain had declared war, the ‘Aliens 
Restriction Act’ was passed by the British government. This permitted  
the government to control the movement of the citizens of countries with 
which Britain was at war, including where they could live and what they  
were allowed to do. 

All ‘enemy aliens’ had to register with the local police station. By the end  
of August 1914, 50,633 Germans and 16,141 Austrians had registered. 

The decision to intern certain ‘enemy aliens’ came on 7th August. The 
citizens of Germany and other enemy countries who lived in Britain or  
even just visited for work or as tourists, were arrested and interned. 

Internment was used to hold, indefinitely and without trial, men between  
the ages of 17 and 55. By 1917, 29,511 male ‘enemy aliens’ of military  
age were interned in camps in Britain. 

They were interned because they were seen as a risk to national security  
and to prevent their return to Germany to join the Kaiser’s army. German-
born women, children and older men were deported back to Germany.

WHO WERE THE MAIN  
COMBATANTS IN THE  
FIRST WORLD WAR?

THE ALLIES
BRITAIN AND ITS EMPIRE

BELGIUM AND ITS EMPIRE
FRANCE AND ITS EMPIRE

RUSSIA
ITALY (FROM 1915)
USA (FROM 1917)

VERSUS

THE CENTRAL POWERS
GERMANY AND ITS EMPIRE

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN EMPIRE
OTTOMAN EMPIRE (TURKEY)

BULGARIA
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Map of world in 1914, showing territories of imperial powers. 



  

With the pupils, read the information panel about internment, look at the map of the world in 1914 and  
the list of combatants and explore the range of nations and empires involved in the First World War.

Using the newspaper headlines, extracts from speeches, accounts of arrests, posters and postcards  
– research how Germans are portrayed and what kind of words are used to describe them.

How would you feel if you had a German surname in 1914?  
   
Why do you think the Royal Family changed its name from Saxe-Coburg Gotha to Windsor?  
 
Why do you think the Germans appear so frightening in some of these posters?              
                                                        
Divide the pupils into two groups.  

Group 1 is made up of British children, group 2 of the children of German mothers and fathers 
living and working in Britain at the start of World War 1. 

Ask each group to consider how the words and images they see make them feel. 

Are the feelings of the pupils in each group similar or different?

Ask each pupil to write a short letter to their grandmother telling them about 
what they have seen and how it makes them feel. 

Teacher’s note: in the course of this activity, if it seems appropriate, comparisons might be made with  
newspaper headlines today which pick out certain ethnic, religious, political or economic groups and  
use emotive words or images to describe them. Some pupils may make the connection themselves. 
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... a cry was raised 
suddenly to raid 
premises occupied  
by persons of German 
birth or descent. Pork 
butchers' shops in High 
Street and South Street, 
and a hairdresser's 
saloon in the latter 
thoroughfare was visited 
by the angry mob, which 
in a short time had 
assumed extraordinary 
dimensions, and matters 
looked decidedly ugly! 

 Perth, May 15, 1915

“ Clear Out The Germans,  
Say The People” 

Headline from Daily Sketch 1915 

“A detestable 
system of espionage 
practised for many 
years by the German 
Government in this 
and other countries 
had been unmasked, 
and even the greatest 
friends of Germany 
had been appalled  
by the revelations  
of treachery.”
LORD PROVOST OF EDINBURGH  
AT MEETING OF TOWN COUNCIL, 
OCTOBER 1914



12 Recruitment Poster
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Postcard of German  
internees behind wire.

Dubotzki Collection

Newspaper headlines reporting  
looting of German owned homes  
and businesses, London.

Dubotzki Collection. 

Guard tower, internment camp in Australia. 
Dubotzki Collection.      
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“On May 13 
and 15, police 
in Manchester 
arrested a large 
number of aliens, 
and these were 
conveyed under 
escort from 
Manchester to 
Stobs internment 
camp…arriving 
there on the 15th. 
There were  
152 prisoners 
altogether, and 
their property – 
money watches, 
and such like 
– was rolled up 
into packages 
for transit. The 
property was 
handed over to 
the custody of the 
military authorities 
at the railway 
siding at Stobs.”

Glasgow Herald 
1915

Looting of shops, London
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“I was arrested on the 11 September 
1914 at 7 in the morning by two po-
licemen. They ordered me to the police 
station of Craigendoran, my Scottish 
place of residence. I was not allowed 
to take an overcoat or any toiletries. 
I was then taken to the Maryhill Bar-
racks in Glasgow by train and locked 
up in a detention cell together with a 
waiter. Another young gentleman had 
already spent the night there on a 
wooden plank bed without a cover. In 
the afternoon nine of us were marched 
through the streets of Glasgow, guard-
ed by a Sergeant and six soldiers. By-
standers frequently threw things such 
as orange peel at us. From the station 
we were taken to the Redford Camp 
near Edinburgh.”

Account of the arrest of a 
German civilian in Glasgow
Arno Singewald, chief chemist at 
Tennents Brewery in Glasgow

Anti-German Poster
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Read “A Spy in Edinburgh”. 

Discuss how stories like this would make people feel during the First World War. 

Imagine you have to plan a poster, warning people about the danger of spies. 
What sort of pictures or words would you use on the poster? 

When you have planned this, each pupil can design their own poster to warn of the 
danger of spies. 

There is an example provided.
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A Spy in Edinburgh 
Carl Lody grew up in central Germany and was orphaned at an early age.  
He went to sea at the age of 16 and later served briefly in the Imperial German 
Navy at the start of the 20th century. Poor health forced him to abandon a naval 
career, but he remained in the naval reserve. He joined the Hamburg America 
Line to work as a tour guide. 

In May 1914, several months before war broke out, Lody was approached by 
German naval intelligence officials. He agreed to their proposal to employ him 
as a peacetime spy in southern France, but the outbreak of the First World War 
in August 1914 resulted in a change of plans. In late August, he was sent to the 
United Kingdom with orders to spy on the Royal Navy. He posed as an American 
— he could speak English fluently, with an American accent — using a genuine 
U.S. passport stolen from an American citizen in Germany. Over the course of 
a month, Lody travelled around Edinburgh and the Firth of Forth, observing 
naval movements and coastal defences. On one occasion he spent the night in  
the County Hotel in Peebles.

He had been given no training in espionage before his mission, and within only 
a few days of arriving he was detected by the British authorities. His un-coded 
communications were detected by British censors when he sent his first reports to 
an address in Stockholm that the British knew was a post box for German agents. 
The British counter-espionage agency allowed him to continue his activities in 
the hope of finding out more information about the German spy network. By 
the start of October 1914, concern over the increasingly sensitive nature of his 
messages prompted the authorities to order his arrest. He had left a trail of  
clues that enabled the police to track him to a hotel in Ireland from where he  
had hoped he could escape from the UK. 

Lody was arrested and put on public trial, the only one held for a German spy 
captured in the UK in either World War. He did not attempt to deny that he was a 
German spy. He was convicted and sentenced to death after a three-day hearing. 
Four days later, on 6 November 1914, Lody was shot at dawn by a firing squad 
at the Tower of London- in the first execution there in 167 years. His body was 
buried in an unmarked grave in East London. Anti-spy Poster 
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With the pupils, look at the two newspaper accounts of the sinking 
of the Lusitania in May 1915 and the execution of Edith Cavell in 
October 1915. 

As these stories will not be familiar to them, the pupils can research 
the two stories and compare the modern accounts they will find on 
Google with the accounts given in these newspapers.

Ask the pupils to discuss the differences in the accounts. 
Encourage them to explore the reasons for these differences.
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News
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Read the letter “Fritz’s Firm Friends” about help for German  
internees and discuss whether it is fair.

Do you think most Britons felt like this about Germans  
who were held prisoner? 

Compare it to the letter from Winifred Burnet about her 
experience of helping a German friend. 

Read the statement below and ask pupils to list the reasons for and 
against taking action against German civilians. Once they have done 
this, a class debate could be held to present the arguments for or 
against interning civilians

“ The British were right to discriminate against 
people of German heritage living in Britain 
during the First World War.”

-
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The sinking of British ocean liner THE LUSITANIA on 
7th May 1915 sparked outrage and anti-German riots. 
The letter below was sent in the aftermath of the riots 
in Sheffield, England.

From Winifred Burnet of Sheffield, sent to Yorkshire Telegraph 
and Star Newspaper on 17th May 1915

Sir, -in relation to the anti-German riots, I want to ask you if 
an English man’s home is still his castle, because in this 
neighbourhood it seems as though it isn’t. I am an English girl,  
and continually taunted with the expression, “You blooming  
German spy”, “You rotten German spy”, “German refugee”  
and similar expressions. It was like this.

The Telegraph and Star (newspaper) came on Friday night, as  
usual, and our neighbour asked me if I had read what was done 
down Attercliffe, and so on reading it I found that a friend’s shop 
had been pillaged, so quite naturally I went to see, and it was  
cruel to see the dilapidated place, and places of others.

Well my friend had no place of refuge, so she said she was coming 
to our house, as her house was in danger, so she put a few things 
in a taxi and brought them to our house. No sooner were we in the 
house, crash went a pot, and the sleers (name-calling) were awful. 
We couldn’t keep my friend, so she went, where we don’t know.

….today it’s the same, sleers and jeers, and the people have 
promised faithfully to lynch me and someone is going to break my 
jaw. What is an English girl to do, and if it wasn’t for the protection 
of the police I should be at the mob’s mercy. One of our windows 
has been broken by stones and my father was stoned until he was 
ill. Is this civilisation?

I have lost my eldest brother in the war. By that we suffered
enough, without any more. I am certainly English, for which  
I thank God, though one cannot help their nationality.

Yours truly,
Winifred Burnet.

Above: Copy of news clipping. 
Manx National Heritage (MS10417).

Left: Extract from letter published in Yorkshire  
Telegraph & Star May 17, 1915.
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Research the lives of men in the camps using the reports, letters, poetry and photographs 
provided. 

The Stobs Camp Heritage Trail, available at http://www.stobscamp.org/stobs-camp-
heritage-trail/ provides a virtual tour of an internment camp in the Scottish Borders. The 
WW1 section of the history of Stobs Military Camp, available at www.stobscamp.org, 
provides a great deal of information about the lives of internees in the camps.

Try to find out the following information.

Where did they live? 

Would it be comfortable and pleasant?

How many men shared a hut?

What did they eat? 

Was it healthy and enjoyable? 

How did they pass the time? 

Find out how many things they could do in the camps.

In addition to civilians, the reports on the right also mention military prisoners of war who  
had been captured on the battlefields in Europe. How did they feel about being interned? 
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Left: Report on visit to Stobs Camp, Hawick, 
by Society of Friends. ©Religious Society  
of Friends (Quakers) in Britain.
                      
Below: Two extracts from report on conditions 
at Stobs Camp by Swiss Legation 1917.

Housing  
The men are housed in wooden huts, the dimensions of which are:-
Length ………………………………………………………………………….36.50 metres
Breadth………………………………………………………………………….6.10 metres
Height at the side…………………………………………………………..3.45 metres 
Height at the gable………………………………………………………..3.25 metres

 A partition divides every hut into two equal sections, 
each to accommodate 30 men. Each section has 12 windows, and it 
is furnished with 3 electric lamps, 1 stove, 4 tables and benches, 
and wooden bedboards and trestles, with 4 blankets and a straw 
mattress for every bed. The straw is changed at regular intervals 

 

Sanitary Arrangements
 The water supply is good and plentiful. There is 3 
ablution huts, each fitted with 18 taps and 80 basins. The bath 
house has 18 showers with hot and cold water, and a cold water 
swimming tank.

Daily ration available to prisoners  
in Stobs Camp
  
Bread   5 ozs
Broken biscuits or equal quantity  
of bread in lieu of biscuits not obtained 4 ozs

Meat (Beef or Horseflesh) 4 ozs (3 days a wk)
Bacon (Cheese)  1 3/5 ozs (3 days a wk)
Salted, smoked or 
pickled herrings  10 ozs (2 days a wk)
    Tea 1/4oz or coffee 1/2 oz 
Sugar  1 oz
Salt  1/4oz
Potatoes   30 ozs
Other fresh vegetables   4 ozs
Split peas or beans  3 ozs
Rice or oatmeal   1 oz
Magarine   3/14 oz
Pepper 1 oz for every 100 men
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At the start of the war the men interned were housed 
in various holding facilities across Britain, including 
police stations, barracks, race courses and army 
camps. Over time larger camps were established 
to hold most of those detained. Stobs Camp near 
Hawick in the Scottish Borders was one. 

Between November 1914 and April 1916 up to 
2,283 ‘enemy aliens’ were held there, including 
2,098 Germans, 181 Austrians, 3 Turks and  
1 Bulgarian. In addition, Stobs held an equal number 
of military prisoners of war. After April 1916 the 
civilian internees in Britain were moved to a large 
camp at Knockaloe on the Isle of Man, which held 
22,000. They were eventually released by 1919  
and many were deported to Germany.

The treatment of internees in the camps was usually 
fair but the monotony of life there, separated from 
family and friends, worrying about businesses and 

The caption says: Civilian Prisoners Camp, Knockaloe, Isle of Man. Manx National Heritage (MS10417).

Stobs Camp, Hawick. Ian Lowes Collection.                                                     
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livelihoods, and with no idea of when you might  
be released was very damaging to mental health.  
This was described as ‘barbed wire disease’.

Internees showed remarkable resilience in the 
face of their situation - writing and producing camp 
magazines, organising sporting activities, forming 
orchestras to give concerts, performing plays, 
providing education through lectures and libraries. 

All these activities helped them to express their 
feelings and cope with the experience of 
powerlessness common to prisoners.

A number of organisations including the Quakers,  
the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA)  
and some German groups who were permitted  
to organise relief helped support the internees  
with equipment such as books and instruments. 

Official reports on the conditions in camps were 
made by representatives of neutral countries:  
the USA up to 1917 when it joined the British  
side, and Switzerland from 1917.

Library and librarian, Knockaloe Camp, Isle of Man. Manx National Heritage (MS 10417).

A display of crafts made by internees. Ian Lowes collection.



26 Football team, Knockaloe Camp, Isle of Man. Manx National Heritage (MS 10417).

Gymnastics team outside YMCA hall, Stobs Camp, Hawick. Manx National Heritage (MS 10417).  

Skittle Alley, Knockaloe Camp, Isle of Man. Manx National Heritage (MS 10417).   

Scene of play performed at Stobs Camp, Hawick. Women’s roles were performed by men.
Manx National Heritage (MS10417).
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Boredom in Knockaloe Camp, Isle of Man. http:/1914-1918-online.net.

Musicians at Stobs Camp. Manx National Heritage (MS10417).

Workshop Knockaloe Camp, Isle of Man. Manx National Heritage (MS 10417).

Billiards at Knockaloe Camp, Isle of Man. Manx National Heritage MS 10417).
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Using what you have learned about the camps, imagine you are an 
internee and write a letter home to your family, telling them about life  
in the camps.

Teacher’s note: - letters from the camps were censored. Let pupils 
write their letter, then censor it and tell them what sort of things they 
are not allowed to say, for example any mention of food not being 
good, or conditions being poor. 

OR
 
Write a diary entry describing a day of your life in the camp: where you 
live, what you eat, how you passed the time that day and how you felt  
at the end of the day. 

Teacher’s note:- diaries were not censored. As prisoners did not leave 
the camp they could write freely about conditions and how they felt.
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Extracts from internees’ letters and diaries translated into English, with 
envelope showing censor’s stamp. Scottish Borders Council collection, 
administered by Live Borders, Hawick Museum.

Kaum glimmert morgens schwacher Funke in des Ofens rundem Bauch, steht 
ein Topf mit trüber Tunke schon darauf und duftet auch: Bratkartoffel, Speck 
und Würste, Eier, Zwiebel, Leim und Tee, und das Zischen, Brodeln hörste und 
du sagst: Oh weh! Und du sagst: Oh weh, wie übel ist bei uns die Hüttenluft, 
ständig riecht’s bei uns nach Zwiebel und nach Fett und Bratenduft; warum ist 
der Ofen, frag ich, eben und nicht rund? Das ist höchst abscheulich, sag ich. 
Das ist ungesund!... 

Trotz der unangenehmen Luft fühle ich mich trotzdem wohl und sende Dir, Du 
meine Anne und den Kindern herzliche Grüße und Küsse. Dein Willi. 
Prisoner of War, No 7801
Stobs near Hawick
Hütte 56
Schottland

Translation: There’s hardly a spark in the oven’s round insides first thing in the 
morning before a pan with dismal gravy sits on it and smells: roast potatoes, 
bacon and sausages, eggs, onions, paste and tea, and you hear the hissing and 
bubbling and you say: oh dear! And you say: Oh dear, how horrible the air in 
the hut is, it stinks all the time of onions and fat and the smell of roasting, why, 
I ask, is the top of the oven flat, and not round? That is most disgusting, I say. 
That is unhealthy!...

Despite the disagreeable air I feel fine and send you, my dear Anne and the 
children, kind regards and kisses. Yours, Willi.
Prisoner of War, No 7801
Stobs near Hawick
Hut 56
Scotland

Finally it was officially noted (and 
indeed in the newspaper) that a definitive 
agreement had been reached in which all 
internees over the age of forty five will be 
sent to Germany. What joy this must be 
for the older internees! Should we have to 
endure this sad and spiritually draining, 
inhumane imprisonment much longer?

Diary of Willi Wolff, German-born cotton broker from 
Manchester office of German textile firm, arrested 
October 1914, released 1919.

One of the most painful feelings produced by long 
interment such as I have undergone, is the sense 
of being cut right off from the world, and being 
absolutely unable to participate in its activity. 
 
In this connection the kind enquiries of relatives and 
friends made during my internment, have been greatly 
appreciated. Anyone who has not passed through a 
similar experience will hardly realise what an intense 
relief and comfort it was to know that such enquiries 
were being made. It helped me to feel less out  
of the world.

Extract from memoirs of Edward Stibbe 1919,  
English internee held at Ruhleben Camp, Germany

Stobs, den 6 Dezember 1916. Mein Lieb, liebe Kinder!

Now we are in the midst of winter here in Scotland since some days. 
The cold is unbearable. One feels well only near the stove. I don’t 
like winter at all. One cannot see any more at four o’clock in the 
afternoon. The days are too short and the evenings are too long. It is 
a pity that the petroleum light is so much dark for my eyes. Ich habe, 
um die Abende besser verbringen zu können das Schachspiel erlernt. 
Es macht mir riesigen Spaß. Ich habe nach Hedwig um Schachfiguren 
geschrieben. - Liebe Anne, sind eigentlich die Stobsiaden nach dort 
gekommen? Schreibe bitte mal darüber. Wie geht es euch, liebe 
Anne? [Translation: I have learnt how to play chess to pass evening 
times. I very much enjoy it. I have written to Hedwig, asking her for 
chess pieces. - Dear Anne, have the Stobsiade issues arrived there? 
Please write to me about it. How are you, dear Anne?]
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Look at the cover of the magazine and design your own cover. It could 
show things you long to see - flowers and trees and mountains, or it 
could be a cartoon showing the camp and guards. Be as imaginative 
as you like. 

OR 

Design a postcard to send home to your family, writing a short 
message to them on the back of it.

OR 
Write a song about your captivity.
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Porridge March by internee Emil Györi.
Manx National Heritage (J48/7209).

Cover of magazine, Stobsiade, produced 
by internees at Stobs Camp and printed  
in Hawick. German Federal Archive.

Christmas Card produced in 
internment camp in South Africa. 
Fintel Collection. 



Internees’ poetry from Stobs Camp magazine, Stobsiade. 

THE BLACKBIRD'S LITTLE SONG

How bad it might be, how much it hurts

It will pass

It will be good again! Be brave,
 be brave!

A little bird in the fir tree enc
losure

Sang to me this morning as I was on my way

However bad it was

Be brave, be brave

It will be good again!

It will pass!

Even if it was so wintry

The month of May will come again!

It will be May, and green

The sun will come and the roses will bloom

It will be so lovely as it alway
s was

In every May, in every year

Dear little bird among the pine

I thank you for your little song

I’ll sing it too

And write it down

And take it to my loved one’s home

She will not be sad for me anymore!

Cäsar Flaischlen

HOPE 

You know the deep sadness of winter
Pale hand scrabble in the snowflakes
And fearful yearing spreads out heavily behind it
The brain’s confusion, damp hair
And every thing a stony white

Still you know that the solid ice
Will rattle and crack as it drinks in the spring
The new life releases a waft
And tomorrow on a brush
You will find the first buds

PROLOGUE 

They have raised a high fence
Round the little space on which we live
And the big gates are locked shut
Stopping our exit to the world
Into the narrow circuit of dead hours
Till the outside world became a puzzle
And freedom a pious hope

Slowly the sluggish hours creep by for us
Till our steps become tired and sleepy
And many a dull eye only shows
A longing for home, and melancholy
Lucky the man who finds the modest strength
To pick himself up in this misery
Raising hope like a proud banner
High in a knowlede of his power
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Sources of information on Stobs Camp, Hawick

Internment Research Centre at the Heritage Hub, Hawick 
www.stobscamp.org
https://canmore.org.uk 
www.scotlandswar.ed.ac.uk
www.historicenvironment.scot/archives 

Stobs Camp Heritage Trail - available via internet at 
http://www.stobscamp.org/stobs-camp-heritage-trail/ to access the trail 
on a computer or to download the app onto a mobile device.

Hawick Museum
Hawick Library

Letters and postcards from prisoners, Hawick Museum Collection
National Collection of Aerial Photography NCAP
Photographs - http://www.stobscamp.org/timeline/ 

Newspaper stories available at libraries in Scottish Borders 
or British Newspaper Archive (subscription required)

Write a poem about your feelings about being held 
a prisoner with no idea when you will be free again.  

Do your own research on:

•  the Yarl’s Wood Immigration Removal Centre in Bedfordshire.  
How does Britain treat asylum seekers today? 

•  the Moria Refugee Camp on the Greek Island of Lesbos. How 
does Europe deal with immigration from poorer countries, or with 
refugees from war-torn countries? 

•  deportations from the UK of people with a West Indian heritage 
(‘Windrush generation’). Are these deportations justified? 

•  attitudes towards Muslim minorities in Britain today. What are 
similarities and differences to the situation during the First  
World War? 

-
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